Weld-LESS is More

Thermal Solutions Arctic Condensing Boiler Series delivers unparalleled longevity and industry 1st field
serviceable heat exchanger and knock-down configurations to fit where no other condensing boiler can
go.
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A: Our weld-less design sealing tube to header

A: It goes back those welds - First limiting
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Q: Why is selecting the Arctic so Smart?

Q: Is there anything unique to the Arctic per-

A: It’s simple, the Arctic combines the best
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taining to Efficiency?
A: In addition to 95% AHRI certified from 1000 –
3000 MBH, the Arctic was designed with minimal water side pressure drop ensuring minimal
pumping characteristics conserving electricity
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the market, so how can yours be the 1st
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and boosting overall system efficiency. Capa-

A: Hard to believe, but true, the Arctic is
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primary piping systems or well suited for primary/secondary applications.

ble heat exchanger in the market)
All delivered in a condensing space … finally!

